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ABSTRACT
This thesis is an exploratory study of the community
center segment of the shopping center industry in the
United States. This study includes an analysis of
operating results and tenant characteristics of existing
centers from 1966-1987, based on secondary data. An
analysis of this data reveals trends in maturation of
centers, tenant characteristics, and operating results
relative to inflation.
This study identifies strategies for investment
opportunities in existing community shopping centers, and
establishes criteria that can be used as benchmarks to
measure the potential for adding value to these
investments. Understanding the effects of industry and
project maturation and trade area saturation are key
elements in identifying investment opportunities. In an
increasingly competitive environment, value is added through
creative and sophisticated operations management, leasing,
and marketing strategies.
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION
GOAL
This study focuses on community shopping centers,
located in the United States at the intersection of the
local and national marketplace.' This segment of the
shopping center industry provides a unique opportunity to
present to the public a mix of national and local merchants
in a community context. The purpose of this study is to
explore some of the issues involved with this particular
building-type and industry. By looking at this subject
through a generic perspective it is hoped that a greater
understanding of the industry as a whole will be achieved.
It is hoped that this knowledge will be used for the
development and renovation of shopping centers which
responsibly integrate national retail-distribution networks
into the context of local communities.
This study identifies strategies for investment
opportunities in existing community shopping centers, and
establishes criteria that can be used as benchmarks to
measure the potential for adding value to these
investments. By focusing on existing community shopping
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centers, a rather ubiquitous real estate asset in the
United States, opportunities are identified which can
benefit both public and private interests.
SCOPE OF STUDY
The scope of this study includes an analysis of
performance characteristics in existing community shopping
centers in the United States from 1966 to 1987. Changes in
operating results and tenant characteristics are examined.
The base data for this study has been obtained by compiling
information published every three years by The Urban Land
Institute in its publication Dollars & Cents of Shopping
Centers. [36]
The information compiled includes data on center size,
tenant characteristics (including sales, size, rent,
frequency, and operational type), and income and expenses
of shopping center operations to the point of the "Net
Operating Balance" - which is defined as the amount
remaining after deducting operating expenses from operating
receipts but before considering depreciation, amortization
of deferred costs, and financing costs.
The data supplied represents a nationwide sample and
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no attempt has been made at analysis on a regional, local
or site specific basis. It is important to note that real
estate is a site specific and demand driven industry. Many
factors contribute to the success or failure of a
particular project. The operations of an individual
shopping center can be affected by; significant economic
and demographic changes in the region, construction of new
centers in the same market area which changes the
competitive environment, improved or obstructed
transportation to the center, expansion and renovation, a
change in management or ownership, tenant turnover which
changes rental rates, changes in retailing trends which
alter tenant requirements, and countless other factors may
affect the operations of an individual shopping center.
This study does not attempt to investigate any of
these site specific variables individually. The
information presented in this study is based on a
nationwide sample of community shopping centers. This
sample will reflect the combined impact of all the various
factors affecting the operations of the individual center.
The reader should understand that changes for individual
centers may be dominated by a particular factor or may be
contrary to the experience of the majority of centers in
the sample.
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OVERVIEW OF SHOPPING CENTER TYPES
The Community Builders Council of The Urban Land
Institute, in the 1940's, established the following generic
definition for the term "shopping center":
A group of architecturally unified commercial
establishments built on a site that is planned,
developed, owned, and managed as an operating
unit related in its location, size, and type of
shops to the trade area that it serves. The
unit provides on-site parking in definite
relationship to the types and total size of the
stores. [37]
Typically the shopping center industry has been
divided into three principal categories; neighborhood,
community, and regional. Theoretically each category has a
clear and distinct function, trade area, and tenant mix.
However, as the industry matures increased differentiation
has occurred and several variations and subtypes within
these basic categories have evolved.
Tenants are typically divided into two categories;
anchor and satellite. An anchor tenant is a key tenant
that will attract other businesses as well as consumers to
the center. A satellite tenant is a smaller tenant that
stands in a secondary, ancillary position to the anchor.
Certain subtypes of the principal center categories may
provide exceptions to the anchor/satellite configuration.
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Specialty centers, festival marketplaces, and variations on
certain neighborhood and community centers are examples of
projects developed without the standard mix of anchor and
satellite
In general the category type is determined by the
nature of the major tenant or anchor. Site area, building
size, and building design alone can not be used to define
center typology. Trade area, merchandise, tenant mix,
merchandising mode, and other tenant characteristics must
also be considered. In order to understand where the
community center fits within the industry it is, first,
necessary to define the other types of shopping centers.
The neighborhood center provides for the sale of
convenience goods (foods, drugs, and sundries) and personal
services (laundry and dry cleaning, barbering, shoe
repairing, etc.) for the day-to-day living needs of the
immediate neighborhood. It is built around a supermarket
as the principal tenant. In theory, the neighborhood
center has a typical gross leasable area of 50,000 square
feet. In practice, it may range in size from 30,000 to
100,000 square feet. The neighborhood center is the
smallest type of shopping center. Its site area requires
from 3 to 10 acres and usually serves a trade area of 3,000
9
to 40,000 people within a 5 to 10 minute drive.
The regional center provides for general merchandise,
apparel, furniture, and home furnishings in depth and
variety, as well as a range of services and recreational
facilities. It is built around one or two full-line
department stores of generally not less than 100,000 square
feet. In theory, a typical size for definitive purposes is
400,000 square feet of gross leasable area. [37]
A recent phenomenon of the regional shopping center is
the subcategorization into regional and "super regional".
To qualify as a super regional, a center must have three or
more department stores of not less than 100,000 square feet
each. The super regional contains a typical gross leasable
area of 800,000 square feet but can range from 500,000 to
well over 1 million square feet. The regional and super
regional do not differ in function, but only in their range
and strength in attracting customers.
The sites for regional and super regional centers can
vary from 10 acres for an urban center to over 100 acres
for a large single level super regional center. The
regional center serves a population in excess of 150,000
people who will travel more than 25 to 30 minutes to reach
[37]
the center. The super regional serves a population of
300,000 or more people. [37]
The community center exists within this context of
small and large developments. It is sometimes referred to
as the "in between" center. Some neighborhood centers have
the ability to grow into community centers just as some
community centers have the ability to grow into regional
centers. The community center has a typical gross leasable
area of 150,000 square feet but can range in size from
100,000 to 300,000 square feet.
In addition to the convenience goods and personal
services of the neighborhood center, the community center
provides a wider range of facilities for the sale of soft
lines (clothing for men, women, and children) and hard
lines (hardware and appliances). The community center
makes a greater variety of merchandise available (sizes,
styles, colors, prices, etc.). [37]
Initially, the community center contained both a
supermarket and a junior department store, variety store or
discount department store. It does not have a full-line
department store. The typical anchor tenant in the
community center is no longer the junior department store,
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but is likely to be an off-price discounter, drug/variety,
hardware/building/home improvement store, furniture
warehouse, catalog store or some other strong specialty
store.
Because the community center is the intermediate type
of center it is the most difficult to estimate for size and
pulling power. It generally requires a minimum site area
of between 10 to 30 acres and serves a trade area of 40,000
to 150,000 people within a 10 to 20 minute drive. [37]
In addition to these principal categories are two
other types of small centers; convenience and strip
commercial. Convenience centers which substitute for the
mom-and-pop grocery stores of the past, feature a
quick-stop national or regional chain convenience store.
They are either freestanding or combine with other
conveniences such as dry cleaners, hair salon, etc.
Strip commercial development, as distinguished from
the "strip shopping center" (a physical description of a
center with a linear configuration) is defined by The Urban
Land Institute as:
A string of commercially zoned lots developed
independently or a string of retail commercial
stores on a single site where there is no
anchor tenant and no central management, and
12
where tenant mix results from leasing to
available tenants with good credit, not from
planning and executing a leasing program.
While not condemning such retail development
patterns out of hand, The Urban Land Institute
views such development as less likely to
experience long term success, to give concern
to the needs of the consumer, and to be an
asset to the community it serves. [37]
In the past, many people in the industry referred to
small centers as strip centers, which was an apt
description since many small centers were developed in a
linear configuration. However, the term strip center is
used less frequently today. When it is used, it usually
refers to a bare-bones, low-end, simply designed linear
center. [26]
The principal categories initially described in this
chapter served the industry well until the mid-1970's when
increased differentiation began to create new types of
centers; The specialty center varies in size depending on
the site and the strength of the market. It may have a
gross leasable area as small as 10,000 square feet or as
large as 200,000 square feet. It is usually composed
entirely of "related" small specialty stores such as
"high-fashion" apparel stores and gift oriented tenants.
It generally does not have a major anchor tenant. [23]
The "theme center" is a subtype of the specialty
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center. It has an easily identified motif or style in its
architectural treatment. The "factory outlet" and
"off-price" center consists entirely of specialty stores
offering merchandise at below regular retail prices.
Another type of center that is gaining in popularity
is the "promotional center." This type of center consists
of high-visibility tenants that rely on heavy advertising
to do extremely high-volume business (radio, television,
stereo, appliance stores). Additional segmentation of
small centers can be found in new terms such as "power
centers," "industrial shopping centers," and
"hypermarkets." Power centers feature several big-drawing
promotional stores, each of which might serve as an anchor
but when combined create a synergy that increases the
center's drawing power tremendously. Industrial shopping
centers consist of a number of quasi-retail/wholesale
stores joined together, such as kitchen cabinet shop,
manufacturer's retail outlet, or specialized goods store
such as an art supply or auto center. Hypermarkets are
generally between 200,000 and 350,000 square feet. They
consist of a combination of grocery-and-general merchandise
discount operation under one roof and one operator.
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CHAPTER 2 - THE SHOPPING CENTER INDUSTRY
EVOLUTION
It can be said that the modern day shopping center
actually has its roots in the civilizations of ancient
Greece and Rome. However, the more recent and relevant
precedents are found in the eighteenth and
nineteenth-century arcades and shopping complexes in Europe
and Great Britain. Some of these developments were
consciously designed as "shopping centers" and others
evolved over time. It should also be noted that the
history of the department store and retailing in general is
inextricably interrelated to that of the shopping center.
In the United States there were isolated experiments
in shopping center development in the nineteenth century
and the early years of this century. In 1827 a fifty-shop,
three-level enclosed shopping arcade was built in
Providence, Rhode Island. However, it was not until the
1920's and 1930's when significant breakthroughs in design,
development and operation were achieved. By the 1920's
there had begun in some American cities the
decentralization of general merchandise stores into
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free-standing units at key intersections in the expanding
suburban transportation network. Supermarketing methods
also emerged which demanded more extensive sites and
resulted in the building of free-standing stores in the
suburbs. [6]
The history of the present-day shopping center
industry in the U.S. has developed over the last 40 years.
Most current centers have been built since the 1940's. The
ever increasing use and popularity of the automobile, the
state/federal highway programs, the end of World War II,
the baby boom, and the growth of the suburb, created a
milieu in which the phenomenon of shopping centers could
occur and grow. Retailing moved into the suburbs as
shoppers moved to the suburbs, shifting travel patterns and
buying habits away from downtowns. At first neighborhood
and community shopping centers were created; then
developers in later years saw opportunities for regional
centers of one or two department stores.
Regional centers were the vogue during the 1960's and
early 1970's as developers acquired sites in the midst of
growing, affluent residential areas. The regional centers
developed into super regional centers when large suburban,
affluent communities were developed in major metropolitan
16
areas. As the interstate highway system was completed in
the 1970's and people continued to build and buy in
suburban areas, sites for super regional centers, planned
unit developments, and major mixed-use developments were
acquired in the midst of the suburban affluence. Taxes
were lower in the suburbs, land was cheaper and plentiful,
and municipal utility lines and mass transit were being
extended into the suburbs.
As the suburbs expanded and matured, development
opportunities became more difficult and expensive. During
the 1970's, a movement began in the direction of
redeveloping downtown centers.
Shopping center developers often split the market into
primary, secondary or middle, and tertiary markets. The
primary market consists of downtown, inner city, and
suburban markets within large metropolitan areas. The
middle or secondary market refers to less densely populated
urban areas. The tertiary market refers to smaller urban
areas, population clusters in essentially rural areas, and
local urban settings of neighborhood market dimensions.
[10]
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INDUSTRY STATISTICS
These statistics are contained in two sources; the
1987 census of the industry published by the trade magazine
Shopping Center World, and the ICSC Research Quarterly
published by the International Council of Shopping Centers.
There appear to be slight discrepancies between the two
sources. However, for the purpose of trying to gain a
general understanding of the industry the differences are
insignificant.
In 1987, shopping centers in the U.S. generated
$584 billion in retail sales, up from $554
billion in 1986.
In 1986 and 1987 shopping centers accounted for
54% of total non-automotive retail trade.
By the end of 1987 there were 30,600 shopping
centers in the U.S., an increase of more than
2,000 from the number reported in 1986.
U.S. shopping centers include 3.7 billion
square feet of leasable retail area, up from
3.5 billion in 1986.
Retail stores in shopping centers employ 8.9
million people, an increase of 300,000 in the
past year.
The new centers started in 1987 generated $7.6
billion in construction spending and supported
136,000 jobs in the construction trades and
related industries.
The greatest activity in new construction
appears to be in secondary/middle markets and
those markets experiencing increased population
growth.
Of the new centers that opened in 1987, 68% are
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small centers under 100,000 square feet. Only
slightly more than 3% of all new centers built
in 1987 are larger than 400,000 square feet.
Centers over 1 million square feet account for
only 2% of the total number of centers.
Centers over 1 million square feet contribute
close to 11% of all shopping center sales
nationwide. Centers under 100,000 square feet
contribute about 29% of total retail sales
generated by shopping centers. [12]
The International Council of Shopping Centers (ICSC)
1987 report is also based on a census of the industry.
They segregate their data by size of center measured in
square feet of gross leasable area. For the purpose of
this study the size range of 100,000 - 199,999 was
determined to be the most relevant to community sized
centers. In this size range, based on a nationwide sample
of 212 centers, they found the following: [13]
Location
Central City 14%
Suburban 53%
Small town 33%
Age
1 to 5 Years 20%
6 to 10 Years 26%
Over 10 years 54%
Renovation & Expansion
Renovated Only 7%
Expanded Only 22%
Renovated & Expanded 16%
No Renovation or Expansion 56%
Centers with
Merchants' Association 23%
Marketing Fund 9%
Neither One 68%
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LITERATURE REVIEW
A review of the current literature reveals an
interesting mix of optimism and caution with respect to the
small and middle-size center segment of the industry. With
regard to this segment of the industry a variety of issues
seem to share the forefront of concern. This section
reviews some of these issues.
Design Issues:
The current industry literature is filled with
articles about the so-called "design revolution" in small
centers. Innovations in design and construction are being
used to create more interesting developments, attracting
more attention from consumers and retailers. These
innovations include added emphasis on vertical elements
such as towers, roof lines, facades and canopies. There is
also a greater concern for using building material that are
compatible with the local context. The literature suggests
a trend toward more creative uses of masonry construction
which incorporate mixing brick with cut stone accent blocks
and selective use of glazed-faced block and cast stone.
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Signage is an area of growing concern and
sophistication as is site planning, landscaping, lighting,
parking, walkways, storefronts, and improved pedestrian
amenities. Developers are becoming aware that all these
elements act together to create an ambiance which has a
direct impact on leasing.
As national developers move in on the smaller center
market they are able and willing to spend more time and
money to create a better product. National developers
usually do not take the cheaper route. They understand
that extra money spent in the right places creates a more
attractive and popular center which, over the life of the
center, produces more rent. The national developer views
higher quality as a better investment. [17]
Location Issues:
Besides the typical concerns about access, visibility,
zoning, trade area demographics and competition are
discussions about proximity to regional centers and a
greater awareness of the tenant's concerns. From the
developers perspective the tenant is the customer whose
needs must be met in order to have a successful center. A
major topic in the current trade literature has to do with
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understanding the retailer's decision to locate, either in
the regional shopping center or in the smaller, community
center.
National retailers perform complex economic studies
utilizing sophisticated models to predict retail trade
areas and consumer retail patronage decisions. One of the
most basic models used to predict intraurban trade areas
and potentials is the retail gravity model which suggests
that the drawing power exercised on a consumer in a
specific area by a retail center at a specific location is
directly proportional to the size of the retail center and
inversely proportional to the consumer's distance or travel
time to the retail center. This model assumes that retail
centers are pretty much alike except for size and distance.
The more sophisticated models incorporate precise
consumer profiles which consider "image" as a major
determining component, along with size and location. The
image component consists of the consumers perception of a
number of variables such as; price, quality, ambiance,
service, status, etc. This is the essence of merchandising
strategy. [18]
From the retailer's perspective, regional malls and
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smaller centers each serve a particular type of need. Each
have certain advantages and disadvantages. Malls are the
new town centers with climate controlled, clean, family
entertainment all year round. They are designed to keep
people inside and to generate crowds. They draw from a
regional trade area. There is a greater emphasis on
promotional and merchandising programs directed toward the
tenants trade population. The synergy created by the great
variety of stores and activities and the coordinated
efforts of the mall managers translates into increased
sales per square foot. Impulse purchases are more likely
to occur and for retailers who depend on heavy foot traffic
for business this environment is ideal.
Smaller centers have their advantages. Smaller
tenants may not want to pay the price to locate in the
regional center. Retailers who are destination oriented or
heavy advertisers may feel that the high rents of a mall
are unnecessary. The visibility and easy access of the
community center better fits their needs. The community
center serves the frequent shopper who usually goes there
for a specific reason, and spends from 15 to 45 minutes
there [26]. A mall attracts customers who visit the mall
less frequently, spend more money, and usually spend over
an hour or more if the mall includes an attractive food
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court. [35]
Malls charge high rents because they attract large
numbers of customers who make a social event out of
shopping. Smaller centers appeal to the shoppers need for
convenience. Malls attract customers through the gravity
and synergy created by the variety of goods and services
offered. Malls also attract customers through promotions
and advertising. Strip centers and smaller centers
generally attract customers by visibility and accessibility
to work and home.
Traditionally, certain retailers would only go into
malls, while others located solely in smaller centers. The
literature reveals a new trend in the type of tenants
choosing strip locations. The scarcity of new regional
mall developments is not the sole reason for increased
community center growth. The scarcity coupled with the
rapid expansion of regional and national tenants who need
new locations to maintain growth and market share.
Traditional mall tenants are now locating in smaller
centers in order to satisfy a consumer base that is
inadequately served by the regional malls.
"Power Centers" and power center type tenants who
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apply supermarket selling techniques to product ranges
previously not handled in such a manner, offer merchandise
such as toys and consumer electronics. They require prime
locations and usually locate near regional malls to capture
the positive externality created by the traffic generated
by the mall. On the other hand, ladies apparel and
high-fashion specialty shops may not benefit as much by
locating outside of, but adjacent to the regional mall.
All the literature reviewed emphasized the importance
of location as the primary ingredient for success.
Location includes the necessary demographics, population
density, and household income. [28)
Tenant Mix and Leasing Issues:
The past decade has seen a rapid proliferation of
present community center anchor operators while the number
of anchor operators for regional malls seems to be
declining [9]. The current activity of leveraged buy outs
and mergers and acquisitions is a topic of great industry
concern. The literature suggests that the proliferation of
grocery stores, home improvement stores, specialty stores,
toy stores, restaurants and cinemas that are expanding into
the smaller centers are displacing the independent
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operators. This phenomenon is very attractive to the
developer since it enhances the creditworthiness of the
center. [1]
This issue addresses one of the most significant
differences between the regional, community, and
neighborhood center. The regional and super-regional
shopping centers open with virtually all the space leased
to proven merchants. Non-regional shopping centers open
with experienced anchors but may have a high percentage of
space leased to novice, under-capitalized retailers with
unproven track records. This is a significant difference
which greatly affects the risk profile of the investment.
It implies a higher vacancy rate for the smaller center.
Vacancies negatively affect cash flow and create a burden
on management. [2]
Although the risks are higher with the independent
merchants, the rewards are also greater. The successful
local and independent merchant pays a much higher base and
percentage rent compared to the national retailer, who is
stronger at the bargaining table when it comes to
negotiating the lease with the developer.
The literature emphasizes the importance of tenant mix
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and placement of tenants. There is a traditional awareness
that tenant mix begins with the anchor stores. Tenant mix
is a major component of image. Shopping centers
differentiate themselves according to their tenant mix. It
seems that tenant mix is the most important success
criteria after location. The literature suggests that
tenants should be selected by means of a leasing strategy
that is based on the market and feasibility study for the
specific trade area.
There seems to be a trend with the smaller tenants,
toward greater productivity in a smaller space. With a few
of the anchor tenants such as supermarkets, drug stores,
and variety stores there is a trend toward larger, "super"
stores.
There is considerable discussion about the increasing
numbers of anchorless centers, their virtues and dangers.
There is a concern that unanchored centers will be the
first ones to fail in hard economic times. In an economic
downturn anchorless centers will suffer from changed
consumer preferences and reduced capital availability.
In prosperous times, the advantages of unanchored,
small centers fully leased, are obvious. The retailers'
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merchandise meets the convenience needs of the consumers
who have adequate disposable income for such purchases.
Developers get high rents from small, specialized
retailers. These types of centers are flourishing in two
areas: intown areas where buildable land is scarce and
expensive, and areas with high population growth rates.
Merchants are discovering that some unanchored, small
centers are not the opportunities they expected. Small
specialty stores situated in traffic-bearing markets do
well. However, unanchored, small centers are not going to
generate foot traffic unless they are located in urban
settings or unless they have other facilities like
restaurants which generate traffic. Merchants are
discovering that without certain conditions like an anchor
store, easy access, and good visibility that business is
adversely affected.
Inflation Hedge Issues:
The current shopping center lease is seen as a hedge
against inflation. After obtaining long term operating
agreements from the anchor tenants, the developer prefers
to negotiate relatively short-term indexed (to the Consumer
Price Index) net leases that have percentage rent clauses.
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Developers are starting to pass on to tenants all operating
expenses and future expenses in the form of net leases.
Inflation protection comes primarily from the percentage
lease clauses and the indexation of the basic square
footage rents. The literature suggests that indexed net
percentage leases tend to provide the developer the best
inflation protection in real estate today. [10]
Revitalizing and Renovation Issues:
The literature is filled with articles related to
these issues. There does appear to be an obsolescence
factor with older centers. It has less to do with the
structural bricks and mortar of the center and more to do
with the center's perceived image. This image factor is
easily altered by changing the items previously discussed
in the Design Issues section; particularly signage,
storefronts, lighting, landscaping, etc.
More than half of the shopping centers in the United
States today were built at least 15 years ago. Many of
these have never been updated to meet changing consumer
preferences and buying patterns.
With an increasing number of aging shopping centers,
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new construction more costly and risky, good locations more
difficult to find, and certain markets saturated, it
appears that renovation is the name of the game.
Redevelopment of the country's aging stock of retail
product is now under way. Smaller centers are attracting
most of the activity. Articles discuss the demand for
older, seasoned, and well located smaller centers with
stable and credit-worthy anchors.
Renovation projects for unanchored centers have the
most risk. Most of the renovation activity focuses on the
older, anchored centers whose values are partly held down
due to old, long-term anchor leases at rates now below
current market value. When a new anchor tenant enters the
center the lease rate may be substantially higher than what
the older anchor had paid.
Distressed strip shopping centers are the focus of
much discussion about investment strategies within the
industry. These strip centers were popular in the 1970's
and were often well-located in growing communities. Many
of these, built in an atmosphere of rapid expansion, were
overfinanced, underleased, poorly marketed, and/or
mismanaged. Because their failure may not be due to
fundamental flaws in location and/or design, distressed
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strip centers may be excellent investment opportunities
where value can be added through proper management,
marketing and leasing efforts. [3]
Renovation is one way to help ensure the success of a
center for another 10 years. Renovation also acts as a
deterrent against the construction of new centers.
Renovation keeps a shopping center competitive, and it
results in considerably higher rents. Older centers invite
competition from new centers, but a renovated,
well-maintained property sends the signal to prospective
developers that they will face stiff competition if they
build in the area.
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CHAPTER 3 - METHODOLOGY AND DESCRIPTION OF DATA
METHODOLOGY
The methodology utilized for this research is a
combination of an exploratory study of secondary data
sources over a specified period of time, in conjunction
with a series of free-form interviews of professionals
within the industry.
DESCRIPTION OF DATA
The data is contained in The Urban Land Institute's
publication Dollars & Cents of Shopping Centers [36]. This
publication is an ongoing study and report of receipts and
expenses for shopping center operations. It is a principal
source of comparative data and is widely used as a
reference within the industry. It has been published every
three years since 1960. The Shopping Center Operating Cost
Analysis Report, 1987 published by the International
Council of Shopping Centers was also utilized. [13]
When reviewing the past and current editions of the
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Dollars & Cents reports, it is possible to identify and
measure changes in various aspects of shopping center
operations. Figures used in the publication measure
shopping center income to the point of the "Net Operating
Balance". The publication provides the "Net Operating
Balance" figure for the different types of shopping
centers, separated by centers of different age groups, and
by six geographic areas.
Dollars & Cents of Shopping Centers collects its data
through a survey conducted during the first six months of
the year prior to publication. Data furnished by
participating shopping centers are based on the individual
center's last completed fiscal year ending anytime before
June 30 of the year prior to publication. A requirement
for participation in the study is that a center must have
had at least 1 full year of operating experience.
The data compiled for this study is limited to the
period between 1966 and 1987, and is also limited to the
category of U.S. Community Shopping Center. (See
APPENDICES) In this category the sample size of the Dollars
& Cents data has increased every year since 1966. It is
estimated that the sample size for this category represents
about 3%-5% of the entire population of this center type.
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The Urban Land Institute points out that the distribution
of shopping centers by type is not wholly representative of
the distribution of shopping centers by type through-out
the country. They also caution that the figures do not
represent industry averages; however, the participating
centers do provide a representative group, and the results
do provide benchmarks that can be valuable in analyzing
shopping center operations.
The data compiled for this research is limited to the
results reported for U.S. Community Shopping Centers on a
national basis. Although the data is published on a
regional basis, no attempt is made to explore this data.
Dollars & Cents of Shopping Centers segregates the
data it reports into three basic groups: base data, tenant
data, and operating results.
Base data includes information pertaining to the overall
size of the centers, the total occupancy area.
Tenant data includes figures pertaining to the gross
leasable area. This includes Gross Leasable Area (GLA) and
Tenant Sales. Tenant Sales is reported in sales per square
foot of GLA on an annual basis for tenants that report
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sales. This data is derived from the Tenant Information
Summary Tables which have been prepared by extracting
median figures from detailed information on tenant
characteristics in community shopping centers. Tenant
characteristics reported include: Median GLA, Median Sales
per Square Foot of GLA, Median Total Rent per Square Foot
of GLA, Tenants Most Frequently Found, Comparison of Sales
and Rent of Principal Tenants, High Sales Volume Tenants,
Low Sales Volume Tenants, High Total Rent Tenants, and Low
Total Rent Tenants. (See APPENDICES: C,D)
Operating Results presents amounts for the medians and
upper and lower deciles for the components of operating
receipts, operating expenses, and net operating balance.
The median is the value where an equal number of values
fall below and above that point in an ascending series of
values. The lower and upper deciles are the values between
which 80 percent of all values fall. Because the data used
represents median figures for each element within a group
of data, the detail amounts do not add to the totals shown
because the total is the median total in an array of
totals, and not the sum of the medians for each element.
The data presented in operating results follows the
income and expense items as defined in the Standard Manual
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of Accounting for Shopping Center Operations published by
the Urban Land Institute [38]. Although most of the data
is provided for the various items which comprise income and
expenses, for the purposes of this research only the major
line items were utilized. These consisted of the
following: Total Rent, Total Operating Receipts, Total
Operating Expenses, and Net Operating Balance. (See
APPENDIX A)
Total Rent is the income from tenants received as rent
for the leased space, including the minimum guaranteed
yearly rent, straight percentage rent (no minimum
guarantee), and overage rent for the year. Total Operating
Receipts is the total income received from rent, common
area charges, and other income derived from the operations
of the center. Total Operating Expenses is the total of
all expense items related to operations and does not
include depreciation, financing charges, amortization of
deferred costs, or income taxes. Net Operating Balance or
Net Operating Income (NOI) is that part of the total income
remaining after deducting the total operating expenses.
Operating results by age group is also presented,
using the same format for receipts and expenses as
previously discussed. However, the age group section
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presents only median figures. For this section each center
participating in the study is classified according to its
age into one of the following groups: 1,2, and 3 years old;
4,5, and 6 years old; 7,8, and 9 years old; 10 through 19
years old; and 20 years old and over. (See APPENDIX B)
It should be noted that in 1966 only three age groups
were reported, the oldest age group being 7 years old and
over. In 1969 through 1978 four age groups were reported,
the oldest age group being 10 years old and over. The 1981
edition was the first time that the 20 years old and over
age group was reported.
The operational type of tenants is also investigated.
A tenant's operational type is determined by ownership,
whether the unit is part of a national or local chain or an
independent merchant. Shopping center tenants have been
divided into three different operational types; National
chain, Independent, and Local chain. National chain stores
are businesses operating in four metropolitan areas in
three of more separate states. Independent stores are
businesses operating in not more than two outlets located
in only one metropolitan area. Local chain stores are
businesses that do not fall into either of the other two
categories. [36] (See APPENDIX E)
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CHAPTER 4 - ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
This chapter integrates the issues and information
discussed in the literature review with an analysis of the
data described in the previous chapter.
INFLATION HEDGE CHARACTERISTICS
In order to compare the operating results of community
shopping centers with national inflation figures, the
Consumer Price Index (CPI) sometimes referred to as the
Cost Of Living Index (for all items, 1967=100) published by
the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics was used to establish
an inflation adjuster. This inflation adjuster was used to
compare results from various years against the value of
money in the base year. It was established that $1.00 in
1967 was the equivalent of approximately $3.40 in 1987.
EXHIBIT 1 displays the change in value every three years,
from 1966-1987.
The literature review reveals that a common conception
about shopping centers is that they act as a hedge against
inflation, due to the structure of their leases. However,
an analysis of the data does not validate this conception
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for the community shopping center in the United States.
EXHIBIT 2 compares the performance of the CPI with the NOI
of community shopping centers from 1966 through 1987. The
CPI figures are not plotted on the graph, however, the NOI
in this exhibit is adjusted for inflation. If the NOI for
community centers was completely hedged against inflation
the adjusted figures would describe a perfectly horizontal
line. Instead, the adjusted figures reveal a declining,
sloped line which indicates that the NOI is losing ground
relative to inflation. There appears to be a correction in
1984. This may be the combined result of a stronger
economy and a changing lease structure.
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EXHIBIT - 1
COST OF LIVING INDEX. 1966-1987
US Durnu af Lnbcr Stut'ce 1957=109
1 96b 19o9 1972 1975 197" 1i1 1984 1987
VEAR
C PI
COST OF LIVING INDEX
By the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics - 1967 = 100
ALL ITEMS
Average % Change Avg/100
1963 91.7 ----------------
1966 97.2 6.0% 0.97
1969 109.8 13.0% 1.10
1972 125.3 14.1% 1.25
1975 161.2 28.7% 1.61
1978 195.4 21.2% 1.95
1981 270.4 38.4% 2.70
1984 311.1 15.1% 3.11
1987 340.3 9.4% 3.40
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EXHIBIT - 2
NOI ADJUSTED FOR INFLATION
I *1~ -
1.2 -
1.15 -
1.1 -
1.05 -
0.95
n .9
t
--,
--- .7
U.Oa -. I I I a I 1 I
1bb 14b9 19/2 1975 i/d 19fiI1 194 19S7
+- .oDJ. H~4
NOI Lower Upper Median
Median Decile Decile /Infl AdJ
Inflation---------------------------------------------
Ad juster
0.97 1966 1.21 0.55 2.16 1.24
1.10 1969 1.26 1.08 1.48 1.15
1.25 1972 1.34 1.1 1.61 1.07
1.61 1975 1.68 1.05 2.41 1.04
1.95 1978 1.92 1.06 3.14 0.98
2.70 1981 2.4 1.25 4.23 0.89
3.11 1984 2.68 1.2 5.35 0.86
3.40 1987 $3.14 $1.39 $7.22 0.92
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EXHIBIT 3 compares the performance inflation adjusted
figures for Operating Results including NOI, Operating
Receipts, and Operating Expenses. This exhibit reveals
that both Receipts and Expenses are slightly more volatile
than NOI which appears rather stable albeit gradually
declining. One explanation is that the lease structure
allows certain expenses to be passed through to the tenant
allowing expenses and receipts to fluctuate without
disturbing NOI.
The literature suggests that Tenant Sales per square
foot increases with inflation. EXHIBIT 4 indicates that
Tenant Sales, when adjusted for inflation, is also a
declining slope. If sales were keeping up with inflation,
the line described for Tenant Sales would be perfectly
horizontal. The figures used are median figures with a
wide upper and lower range. Is the issue price sensitivity
of merchandise or saturation of GLA in the marketplace?
Industry statistics indicate that aggregate total sales
growth is outpacing inflation, and that growth of total GLA
is outpacing both sales and inflation. This condition will
create increasingly competitive and saturated markets
resulting in lower real sales per center while total
aggregate sales increase.
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EXHIBIT - 3
OPERATING RESULTS ADJUSTED FOR INFLATION
1.5
1.8 -
n..
D.5
0.4-
0.3
1955 1 9G9 1972 1975 1978 1981 1984 1907
OAILL OPER. RECEPTS + And Hof
( M Ad OPER. EXPENSES
TOTAL RECEIPTS Lower Upper Median
Median Decile Decile /Infl AdJ
Inflation---------------------------------------------
AdJuster
0.97 1966 1.782 1.185 2.872 1.83
1.10 1969 1.85 1.58 2.18 1.68
1.25 1972 2.04 1.74 2.41 1.63
1.61 1975 2.4 1.68 3.89 1.49
1.95 1978 2.96 1.86 4.46 1.51
2.70 1981 3.48 2.12 6.19 1.29
3.11 1984 4.01 2.46 7.59 1.29
3.40 1987 $5.19 $2.90 $10.69 $1.52
TOTAL EXPENSES Lower Upper Median
Median Decile Decile /Infl AdJ
Inflation---------------------------------------------
Adjuster
0.97 1966 0.603 0.243 1.04 0.62
1.10 1969 0.59 0.46 0.82 0.54
1.25 1972 0.69 0.51 1.05 0.55
1.61 1975 0.72 0.34 1.38 0.45
1.95 1978 0.9 0.5 1.7 0.46
2.70 1981 1.01 0.54 2.18 0.37
3.11 1984 1.2 0.53 2.63 0.39
3.40 1987 $1.63 $0.71 $4.01 $0.48
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EXHIBIT - 4
TENANT SALES ADJUSTED FOR INFLATION
~25 1
44
43 -
1966 1969 1972 197b 1978t 19U1 1964 98
.+ AELL TEIMT SAE
TENANT SALES Lower Upper Med Sales
Median Decile Decile /Infl Adi
Inflation -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Ad juster
0.97 1966 50.06 25.10 78.24 51.50
1.10 1969 55.32 46.66 64.78 50.38
1.25 1972 62.08 52.92 75.05 49.55
1.61 1975 76.06 47.91 124.23 47.18
1.95 1978 91.74 51.5 131.23 46.95
2.70 1981 107.7 59.41 174.88 39.83
3.11 1984 116.34 58.67 198.22 37.40
3.40 1987 $144.40 $74.84 $249.72 $42.43
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EXHIBIT 5 compares the inflation adjusted sales of
principal tenants in community centers. The developer who
expects percentage rents (based on sales) to act as an
inflationary hedge will, most likely, seek tenants with the
highest sales. Basic economics suggests that demand for
luxury items is elastic. In times of high inflation luxury
items are price sensitive. Demand for items considered
necessities are inelastic and are less price sensitive.
This suggests that a supermarket, whose product is
considered a necessity, will be a preferred tenant compared
to the Variety Store or the Junior Department Store. The
dilemma for the developer is that tenants like supermarkets
pay lower minimum rents and require more square footage.
Although supermarkets outperform drug stores in sales per
square foot, drug stores pay a considerably higher rent per
square foot. EXHIBIT 6 compares the inflation adjusted
rent per square foot of the principal tenants. This
disparity in rents is related to profit-margins and mark-up
structures of the different business operations. However,
in general, the tenants who get the most out of the center
are willing to pay the most rent and the tenants that
contribute the most expect to pay the least.
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EXHIBIT - 5
COMPARING SALES OF PRINCIPLE TENANTS
A.juftmd f M- hfhtikn
-4---
-. .h.
N.
N
i.-~* -6-~~ N
-. 7*~-~.-- p -
(I -~
-4---
1972 1970 1901 1984
J dR. DEPT. STORE
* WRPIETY SIDRE
+ SUPER MRKET
& 0RUD STOE
COMPARISON OF SALES OF PRINCIPAL TENANTS
Sales ADJ. SALES Sales ADJ. SALES
Tenant
Class.---Junior Department Store-- Supermarket--
1966 ------------------ 103 105.97
1969 44 40.07 106.32 96.83
1972 51.39 41.01 120.35 96.05
1975 51.97 32.24 135.23 83.89
1978 60.49 30.96 200.93 102.83
1981 79.94 29.56 246.04 90.99
1984 83.67 26.89 $265.13 $85.22
1987 $110.58 $32.49 ------------------
Sales ADJ. SALES Sales ADJ. SALES
Tenant
Class.---Variety Store--
1966 27.00 27.78
1969 29.73 27.08
1972 33.57 26.79
1975 33.67 20.89
1978 37.90 19.40
1981 47.77 17.67
1984 $62.80 $20.19
1987 ------------------
Drug Store--
55.00
58.80
67.31
78.95
106.50
102.62
$122.13
56.58
53.55
53.72
48.98
54.50
37.95
$39.26
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EXHIBIT - 6
COMPARING RENTS OF PRINCIPLE TENANTS
1955
Adjuuted f oF fim
1959 1972 1975 1975 1951
o JR. GE PT. STORE
+* VA IEYlDRE
+ SU PERMAR KET
A DRUG STORE
COMPARISON OF RENT OF PRINCIPAL TENANTS
Total Rent Total Rent
Tenant ADJ. RENT ADJ. RENT
Class.---Junior Department Store-- Supermarket--
1966 ------------------ 1.48 1.52
1969 1.33 1.21 1.50 1.37
1972 1.43 1.14 1.58 1.26
1975 1.79 1.11 1.93 1.20
1978 1.75 0.90 2.25 1.15
1981 2.1 0.78 2.78 1.03
1984 2.48 0.80 $3.23 $1.04
1987 $2.55 $0.75 ------------------
Total Rent Total Rent
Tenant ADJ. RENT
Class.---Variety Store--
-ADJ. RENT
Drug Store--
1966
1969
1972
1975
1978
1981
1.3
1.4
1.49
1.68
1.86
1.94
1.34
1.28
1.19
1.04
0.95
0.72
1984 $2.14 0.69
1987 ------------------
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D.7
D.5
1984
Infl.
Adjuster
0.97
1.10
1.25
1.61
1.95
2.70
3.11
3.40
0.97
1.10
1.25
1.61
1.95
2.70
3.11
3.40
2.15
1.96
2.00
2.77
3.17
3.47
3.83
2.21
1.79
1.60
1.72
1.62
1.28
1.23
EFFECTS OF MATURATION
Of great interest to the shopping center industry is
the analysis and understanding of trends and changes that
take place in specific centers over time. This study does
not include any site-specific analysis, however an analysis
of the national sample reveals that operating results vary
substantially with age.
A model of the maturation process of community
shopping centers could be very useful for a variety of
purposes. An understanding of the maturation process could
assist critical decisions regarding acquisition and
disposition, renovation and promotion, asset management,
refinancing, location choice of tenant, etc.
EXHIBIT 7 (except for 1978) indicates that tenant
sales per square foot generally goes up over time until it
reaches a certain age group and then begins to decline. It
appears that community centers in the 4-6 and 7-9 year old
age groups generate the highest sales. In 1984 the 10-19
year old age group generated the highest sales.
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EXHIBIT - 7
TENANT SALES BY AGE GROUP
15 0
150 -4
13 -J?
la110 -f
100
913
Af I -
1-3 1 "a 4- 1i S
o 1957 THANT SALES
* 1981 TEMANT SALES
N±E C+ CEN R
+ 1964 ENAMT SALES
A 1975 KNHAT SALES
TENANT SALES BY AGE
1987 1984 1981 1978 1975 1972 1969 1966
------------------------------------------------------------------------
$123.12
152.95
165.45
147.73
139.34
$93.62
114.97
117.78
120.68
120.58
$95.40
112.83
113.99
105.61
107.56
$89.25
89.83
80.88
92.88
$79.00
86.13
81.01
72.82
$56.29
64.14
60.84
54.06
57.44
55.81
64.53 55.32
$53.75
46.97
51.73
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EXHIBIT 8 indicates that the NOI appears to decline
with age. Community centers in the 1-3 year old age group
generate the highest NOI. EXHIBIT 9 indicates that Total
Operating Receipts also appears to decline with age, as the
newer centers generate the most receipts. EXHIBIT 10
indicates that, with the exception of the 1987 data,
operating expenses increase with age. The 20 year and over
age group generates the highest operating expenses.
Based on this data, it is reasonable to construct a
maturation model which reveals that; a newer center will
command higher rents resulting in a higher NOI, a
middle-aged center will have developed customer loyalty
resulting in higher tenant sales, and an older center
requires more maintenance resulting in higher operating
expenses.
What is most interesting is the performance of the
middle-aged centers where tenant sales are increasing while
NOI is decreasing. This gap suggests the opportunity for
management, leasing and renovation strategies designed to
add value to the investment with minimal capital costs.
This is fertile ground for the entrepreneur to creatively
revitalize the center and capture value through new leases
with new tenants, and by renegotiating old leases.
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EXHIBIT - 8
NOI BY AGE GROUP
i -19 YR2
AA C+' CENT R
+ 1984 NG4
A 1975 N4
NOI BY AGE
1987 1984 1981
1-3 YRS $5.96 $4.60 $3.57
4-6 YRS 4.29 3.87 2.60
4.54
3.08
2.68
2.75 2.77
2.47 2.08
2.44 1.94
1978 1975
$2.67 $1.91
2.17 1.77
2.38
1.79
1.62
1.61
1972
$1.90
1.50
1969
1.21 $1.31
1.26 $1.28
1.25 1.26
1.26 1.25
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EXHIBIT - 9
OPERATING RECEIPTS BY AGE GROUP
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7-9 **IT s 1 -1g YES
ANX C* CHN1ER
+ 1984 OPER. RECEIPTS
.& 1978 OPER. PECT!PT
OPERATING RECEIPTS BY AGE
1987 1984
$8.87 $5.13
6.58 4.70
5.78 3.59
4.62
4.25
3.56
3.78
1981
$4.74
3.80
3.78
2.99
3.48
1978
$3.52
3.05
3.13
2.80
1975
$2.47
2.41
2.15
2.42
1972
$2.32
2.04
1.84
2.02
1969 1966
$1.61 $1.90
1.79 1.88
1.87 1.80
1.96
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EXHIBIT - 10
OPERATING EXPENSES BY AGE GROUP
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OPERATING EXPENSES BY AGE
1987 1984 1981 1978 1975 1972 1969 1966
1-3 YRS
4-6 YRS
7-9 YRS
10-19 YRS
20+ YRS
$2.45
1.57
1.49
1.35
1.67
$0.89
1.16
0.97
1.18
1.28
$1.04
1.15
0.91
0.87
1.24
$0.84
0.84
0.92
0.92
$0.58
0.58
0.59
0.82
$0.43
0.61
0.68
0.80
$0.46
0.54
0.64
0.78
$0.59
0.60
0.66
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EFFECTS OF TENANT CHARACTERISTICS
Most people in the industry agree that the selection
of tenants is a prime factor in the degree of success of a
shopping center. The financial success of the center is
tied directly to the ability to select and balance the mix
of tenants. The credit-worthiness of the investment is
measured by the operational type of the tenants in
conjunction with the structure of the leases. If the
tenants are selected properly with the right mix, the
combination of the many individual tenants allows each
tenant to be more successful than if it were outside the
shopping center. With the proper selection and balance of
tenants, each tenant lends strength and market appeal to
the others. In essence, this is the definition of
"synergy" - the whole is greater than the sum of its parts.
Based on the exhibit comparing rents per square foot
for the principal tenants (EXHIBIT 6), the unsophisticated
developer would surely chose a drug store and/or
supermarket as an anchor and would avoid the lower sales
generating, and lower rent paying general merchandise
anchors like junior department stores and variety stores.
However, this would be a short-sighted decision if it were
made outside the context of a comprehensive leasing
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strategy. Since the selection of the anchors determines
the nature of the center the sophisticated developer is
aware that this is the most critical decision to be made.
It is possible that selecting the lower sales generating,
lower rent paying general merchandise anchor like a junior
department store will attract a higher quality of satellite
tenant whose sales and rents will more than compensate for
the decision to select this type of anchor.
The operational type of the tenants is a matter of
great concern to the industry. National tenants are
considered more credit-worthy. National tenants also have
more clout when it comes to lease negotiations so they
typically pay less in minimum and percentage rents.
Merchants with local and independent operational modes are
considered to be a higher risk. They benefit the most from
locating in the center. They provide the center with more
local flavor and community atmosphere. Personal service is
usually a major factor in the success of this type of
merchant. They also require more management from the
center since many are novice, first-time retailers. The
upside is that local and independent tenants pay much
higher minimum and percentage rents in relation to their
GLA.
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EXHIBIT 11 reveals the proportion of shopping centers'
total GLA, Sales and Rent by operational type of tenant.
National tenants comprise the largest portion of GLA,
approximately 55-60%, with Local and Independent tenants
splitting the remainder of GLA almost equally. National
tenants generally provide more than 60% of sales, while
contributing only about 50% of rent. In 1987, independent
merchants generated 12.7% of sales while providing 27.1% of
rent from 18.3% of GLA. Again, the tenants that benefit
most from locating in the center are willing to pay the
most. The tenants that contribute the most to the center
pay the least.
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EXHIBIT - 11
RESULTS BY OPERATIONAL TYPE OF TENANT
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CHAPTER 5 - CONCLUSION
Community shopping centers are increasingly more
interesting to retailers, developers, investors, lenders,
and consumers. It appears that the smaller centers are
replacing the regional malls as the "darlings" of the
industry for a variety of reasons. Some of the reasons for
this increased interest and growth are a result of improved
economic conditions, better financing, more money available
for fewer projects, lack of appropriate sites for larger
centers, shorter development time compared to regional
malls, increased tenant demand for small center locations,
changes in demographics and a shift in consumers' shopping
patterns from leisure to destination shopping.
It appears that the market for new regional and super
regional developments is nearing the saturation point.
With the slowdown in the construction of regional malls,
the benefits and popularity of smaller centers are being
shared equally by retailers and consumers. For retailers,
it represents room to grow, higher visibility, and more
direct access to the consumer at a greatly reduced cost in
comparison to the enclosed regional mall. For the
consumer, the smaller center represents convenience.
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Coupled with this increased interest is the fact that
this segment of the industry has far fewer barriers to
entry compared to regional centers. This creates a
situation which increases competition. The diversity of
players who are developing this market segment range from
the inexperienced, unsophisticated first-time developer to
the highly sophisticated national developer with already
established, long-term relationships with major tenants.
Because of the increased competition and the heightened
awareness of the shopper who has been exposed to the
regional mall environment, it appears that the smaller
centers are becoming more sophisticated in terms of
identifying locations, design and development issues,
tenant mix, and center management. It appears that the
smaller centers are trying to incorporate lessons learned
from the regional centers. There seems to be a conscious
attempt to integrate convenience with ambiance and direct
the effort toward the changing characteristics of the
population. The community shopping center offers a unique
opportunity to present to the public a mix of national and
local merchants in a convenient and comfortable, community
context.
The structure of the shopping center industry requires
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a cooperative and focused effort on the part of developers
and merchants to understand and meet the needs of the
consuming public. This cooperative effort provides a form
of check and balance unique to this building type.
Although this study suggests that the community center
segment of the industry is nearing saturation, it appears
that this inherent check and balance has protected the
industry from the fate of the over-built office building
market.
Understanding the effects of industry and project
maturation and trade area saturation will be the key to
identifying investment opportunities. As the industry
matures and markets become saturated competition will
increase and "image factors" (market niche, center
differentiation) will dominate the consumers choice of
where to shop. The greatest investment returns on existing
properties will come from adding value through the
integration of creative and sophisticated operations
management, leasing, marketing, and financing strategies.
Analysis of operating results suggests that the middle-aged
community shopping center may be the most attractive venue
for these efforts.
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APPENDIX - A
OPERATING RESULTS
Urban Land Institute
Dollars & Cents of Shopping Centers
U.S. COMMINITY SHOPPING CENTERS
1987 1987
1987 (sample size: 262)
BASE DATA:
Center size (total occupancy area)
Lover Upper
Median Decile Decile
Area in Square Feet
151,015 91,064 252,340
Lover
Median Decile
Upper
Decile
Number
Reporting
262
TENANT DATA: Area in Square Feet
Gross Leasable Area 145,523 79,880 246,874 262
Dollars per Square Foot of KLA
Tenant Sales $144.40 $74.84 $249.72 235
OPERATING RESULTS: Dollars per Square Foot of GLA Percent of Total Receipts
Operating Receipts
Rental Incoee-inima $3.84 $2.22 $7.81 78.55 58.12 90.75 262
Rental income-overages 0.41 0.05 1.28 8.20 0.99 26.84 215
Total Rent 4.41 2.53 8.51 88.07 71.93 95.01 262
Common area charges 0.31 0.08 1.11 5.45 2.24 14.22 254
Property taxes and insurance 0.28 0.05 0.96 5.02 1.47 11.74 234
Rent escalation clauses 0.06 0.01 0.53 0.52 0.07 4.07 56
Income from sale of utilities 0.09 0.02 1.21 1.23 0.24 19.34 71
Total other charges 0.36 0.06 1.35 5.97 1.69 16.12 242
Miscellaneous income 0.03 0.01 0.19 0.36 0.05 3.30 134
Total Operating Receipts 5.19 2.90 10.69 n/a n/a n/a 262
Operating Expenses
Building maintenance 0.09 0.01 0.38 1.35 0.24 6.93 236
Parking lot, mall, other common areas 0.33 0.10 0.97 6.14 2.43 15.39 251
Central utility systems 0.13 0.03 1.06 2.59 0.62 13.88 92
Office area services 0.06 0.01 0.19 0.96 0.08 2.66 36
Total maintenance and housekeeping 0.46 0.19 1.56 9.02 4.07 22.85 260
Advertising and promotion 0.04 0.01 0.26 0.54 0.04 3.55 167
Real estate taxes 0.44 0.15 1.10 8.22 3.44 17.70 258
Insurance 0.11 0.04 0.28 1.83 0.68 5.06 258
General and administrative 0.42 0.11 1.25 7.13 2.66 22.73 257
Management agent fees 0.22 0.09 0.49 3.99 2.20 7.00 176
Leasing agent fees 0.07 0.02 0.44 1.35 0.16 5.37 94
Total Operating Expenses 1.63 0.71 4.01 28.84 18.09 60.60 262
Net Operating Balance $3.14 $1.39 $7.22 70.97 39.40 81.91 262
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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1984 (sample size: 243)
BASE DATA:
Center size (total occupancy area)
TENANT DATA:
Gross Leasable Area
Tenant Sales
Lover Uppeor Lovr Upper Nuber
Median Docile Docile Median Decile Decile Reporting
Area in Square Feet
146,774 85,075 229,909
Area in Square
146,774 85,075
Dollars per Square
$116.34 $58.67
Feet
229,909
Foot of GLA
$198.22
OPERATING RESULTS: Dollars per Square Foot of 6LA
Operating Receipts
Rental Income-minimum
Rental income-overages
Total Rent
Common area charges
Property taxes and insurance
Rent escalation clauses
Income from sale of utilities
Total other charges
Miscellaneous income
Total Operating Receipts
Operating Expenses
Building maintenance
Parking lot, mall, other common areas
Central utility systems
Office area services
Total maintenance and housekeeping
Advertising and promotion
Real estate taxes
Insurance
General and administrative
Management agent fees
Leasing agent fees
Total Operating Expenses
Net Operating Balance
$3.00
0.44
3.41
0.19
0.13
0.43
0.19
0.04
4.01
0.09
0.24
0.09
0.04
0.41
0.03
0.32
0.06
0.23
1.2
$1.88
0.07
2.23
0.04
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.01
2.46
0.02
0.07
0.02
0.01
0.15
0.01
0.16
0.03
0.06
0.53
$5.81
1.67
6.53
0.83
0.62
1.56
1.02
0.34
7.59
0.28
0.81
1.14
0.26
1.38
0.21
0.75
0.13
0.74
2.63
$2.68 $1.20 $5.35
Percent of Total Receipts
78.1
10.98
90.92
4.67
3.22
6.49
3.97
0.56
n/a
2.03
6.22
2.1
1.09
10.47
0.65
8.21
1.38
5.76
53.67
1.3
74.5
1.44
0.38
0.16
0.32
0.04
n/a
0.35
1.93
0.57
0.19
4.25
0.12
3.73
0.54
1.73
93.11
29.04
97.69
12.82
9.68
24.79
15.32
3.94
n/a
8.14
16.55
15.9
5.21
25.51
3.3
17.24
3.33
13.76
29.3 15.42 52.65
70.7 47.34 84.54
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1984 1984
1981 1981
1981 (sasple size: 239)
Lover Upper Lover Upper Number
Median Decile Decile Median Decile Decile Reporting
BASE DATA: Area in Square Feet
Center size (total occupancy area) 151857 101549 283273
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TENANT DATA: Area in Square Feet
Gross Leasable Area 147008 92814 250700
Dollars per Square Foot of GLA
Tenant Sales 107.7 59.41 174.88
-----------------------------
OPERATING RESULTS: Dollars per Square Foot of 6LA
Operating Receipts
Rental Income-minius
Rental income-overages
Total Rent
Comaeo area charges
Property taxes and insurance
Rent escalation clauses
Income from sale of utilities
Total other charges
Miscellaneous income
Total Operating Receipts
2.63
0.46
3.09
0.14
0.11
0.07
0.14
0.03
3.48
Operating Expenses
Building maintenance
Parking lot, mall, other coemon areas
Central utility systems
Office area services
Total maintenance and housekeeping
Advertising and promotion
Real estate taxes
Insurance
General and administrative
Management agent fees
Leasing agent fees
Total Operating Expenses
Net Operating Balance
0.08
0.23
0.08
0.05
0.35
0.03
0.29
0.07
0.21
1.65
0.06
1.94
0.04
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.01
2.12
0.02
0.07
0.02
0.01
0.13
0.01
0.13
0.03
0.07
4.4
1.52
5.13
0.55
0.48
1.05
0.64
0.24
6.19
0.26
0.64
0.97
0.19
1.13
0.12
0.64
0.15
0.59
Percent of Total Receipts
78.3
13
92
4.1
2.8
1.1
3.2
0.4
n/a
2
6.8
2.7
1.2
10.5
0.7
7.9
2.1
5.8
1.01 0.54 2.18
2.4 1.25 4.23
55.5
1.8
80.3
1.2
0.03
0.2
0.02
0.1
n/a
0.3
2.1
0.4
0.1
4.7
0.1
4.4
0.9
1.8
92.8
33.6
97.4
11.2
9.7
18.3
14.4
3.8
n/a
7.8
15.9
13.4
3.9
25
2.3
15.7
4.6
14.1
29.7 17.5 51.8
70.3 48.2 82.5
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1978 1978
1978 (sample size: 165)
Lover Upper Lover Upper Number
Median Decile Decile Median Decile Decile Reporting
BASE DATA:
Center size (total occupancy area)
Area in Square Feet
TENANT DATA: Area in Square Feet
Gross Leasable Area 162262 90957 267724
Dollars per Square Foot of GLA
Tenant Sales 91.74 51.5 131.23
OPERATING RESULTS: Dollars per Square Foot of GLA Percent of Total Receipts
Operating Receipts
Rental Incoe-einisu. 2.09 1.36 3.28 77.6 55.6 91.4
Rental income-overages 0.39 0.08 1.21 12 2.8 34.5
Total Rent 2.59 1.75 3.94 92.6 78.5 98.4
Common area charges 0.11 0.03 0.42 3.5 1.1 9.1
Property taxes and insurance ---------
Rent escalation clauses 0.09 0.01 0.48 2.8 0.4 11.1
Income from sale of utilities 0.05 0.01 0.84 1.1 0.1 21.6
Total other charges 0.11 0.01 0.67 3.3 0.2 16
Miscellaneous income 0.03 0.01 0.19 0.4 0.1 3.9
Total Operating Receipts 2.96 1.86 4.46 n/a n/a n/a
Operating Expenses
Building maintenance 0.06 0.01 0.16 2.1 0.4 6.8
Parking lot, mall, other common areas 0.15 0.06 0.5 5.6 2.1 13.8
Central utility systems 0.09 0.03 0.62 3 0.7 16.6
Office area services 0.05 0.01 0.18 1.6 0.1 4.7
Total maintenance and housekeeping 0.25 0.1 0.75 9.1 3.6 20.6
Advertising and promotion 0.03 0.01 0.08 1 0.2 2.5
Real estate taxes 0.31 0.14 0.66 11.3 5.4 19.2
Insurance 0.06 0.02 0.13 2.1 0.9 4.2
General and administrative 0.17 0.06 0.49 5.9 2 15.3
Management agent fees ------
Leasing agent fees ---------
Total Operating Expenses 0.9 0.5 1.7 32.3 21.3 49
Net Operating Balance 1.92 1.06 3.14 67.7 49.7 78.5
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19175 (sample size: 170)
Lover Upper Lover Upper Number
Median Decile Decile Median Decile Decile Reporting
BASE DATA: Area in Square Feet
Center size (total occupancy area) -----
TENANT DATA: Area in Square Feet
Gross Leasable Area 153560 79533 271488
Dollars per Square Foot of GLA
Tenant Sales 76.06 47.91 124.23
OPERATING RESULTS: Dollars per Square Foot of GLA Percent of Total Receipts
Operating Receipts
Rental Income-minimus -----
Rental incose-overages ------
Total Rent 2.21 1.56 3.48 95.1 82.5 99.9
Common area charges 0.08 0.02 0.26 3.4 1.1 8.5
Property taxes and insurance -----
Rent escalation clauses ------
Income from sale of utilities -----
Total other charges 0.05 0 0.4 2.6 0.2 11.6
Miscellaneous income
Total Operating Receipts 2.4 1.68 3.89 n/a n/a n/a
Operating Expenses
Building maintenance 0.05 0.01 0.19 2.6 0.4 7.9
Parking lot, all, other common areas 0.09 0.02 0.25 3.8 1 9.5
Central utility systems 0.05 0 0.28 2.3 0.3 8.5
Office area services 0.03 0 0.13 1 0 4.2
Total maintenance and housekeeping 0.2 0.06 0.52 8.9 3 18.4
Advertising and promotion 0.02 0 0.06 0.9 0.1 2.5
Real estate taxes 0.3 0.11 0.51 12.3 5.4 19.8
Insurance 0.04 0.01 0.09 1.8 0.8 3.7
General and administrative 0.12 0.01 0.35 5.2 0.9 14.1
Management agent fees -------
Leasing agent fees -----
Total Operating Expenses 0.72 0.34 1.38 31.4 16.6 46.7
Net Operating Balance 1.68 1.05 2.41 68.5 52.6 83.1
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1975 1975
1972 1972
1972 (sample size: 120) -
Number
Median Middle - range Median Middle - range Reporting
BASE DATA:
Center size (total occupancy area)
Area in Square feet
160133 121898 203747
TENANT DATA: Area in Square Feet
Gross Leasable Area --------
Dollars per Square Foot of GLA
Tenant Sales 62.08 52.92 75.05
---------- -- -------------------------------------
OPERATING RESULTS:
Operating Receipts
Rental Income-sinimum
Rental incose-overages
Total Rent
Common area charges
Property taxes and insurance
Rent escalation clauses
Income from sale of utilities
Total other charges
Miscellaneous income
Total Operating Receipts
Operating Expenses
Building maintenance
Parking lot, sall, other common areas
Central utility systems
Office area services
Total maintenance and housekeeping
Advertising and promotion
Real estate taxes
Insurance
General and administrative
Management agent fees
Leasing agent fees
Total Operating Expenses
Net Operating Balance
Dollars per Square Foot of GLA
1.93
0.07
1.63 2.26
0.04 0.11
0.07 0.02 0.12
2.04 1.74 2.41
0.05
0.09
0.04
0.17
0.03
0.24
0.04
0.12
0.02 0.15
0.05 0.18
0.02 0.23
0.1
0.01
0.16
0.03
0.08
Percent of Total Receipts
96.1 92.4 97.9
3.2 2.1 5.2
3 0.9 5.2
100 100 100
2.2
4.6
1.7
9
1.3
12.1
2
5.5
0.37
0.04
0.36
0.05
0.21
0.69 0.51 1.05
1.34 1.1 1.61
0.9
2.7
1.1
5.3
0.6
7.8
1.3
4.1
6.3
7.9
7.8
17.1
2
17
2.9
9.5
34 27.2 44
66 56.4 73.6
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1969 1969
1969 (sample size: 101)
Lover Upper Lover Upper Number
Median Decile Decile Median Decile Decile Reporting
BASE DATA:
Center size (total occupancy area)
Area in Squire Feet
TENANT DATA:
Gross Leasable Area
Area in Square Feet
153700 118804 196181
Dollars per Squire Foot of GLA
Tenant Sales 55.32 46.66 64.78
OPERATING RESULTS: Dollars per Square Foot of GLA Percent of Total Receipts
Operating Receipts
Rental Income-minimus
Rental incose-overages
Total Rent
Common area charges
Property taxes and insurance
Rent escalation clauses
Income from sale of utilities
Total other charges
Miscellaneous income
Total Operating Receipts
Operating Expenses
Building maintenance
Parking lot, mall, other common areas
Central utility systeus
Office area services
Total maintenance and housekeeping
Advertising and promotion
Real estate taxes
Insurance
General and administrative
Management agent fees
Leasing agent fees
Total Operating Expenses
Net Operating Balance
1.77
0.06
1.52 2.04
0.03 0.1
0.02 0.01 0.06
1.85 1.58 2.18
0.04
0.08
0.14
0.03
0.24
0.03
0.13
0.59
0.01 0.08
0.05 0.14
0.08
0.02
0.15
0.02
0.09
0.46
0.23
0.05
0.32
0.05
0.2
0.82
1.26 1.08 1.48
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1966 1966
1966 (sample size: 103)
Lover Upper Lover Upper Number
Average Median DecileMedian Range Decile Reporting
Area in Square Feet
Center size (total occupancy area) ------
TENANT DATA: Area in Square Feet
Gross Leasable Area 153064 61283 372664 166301
Dollars per Square Foot of GLA
Tenant Sales 50.06 25.1 78.24 50.49
------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------
OPERATING RESULTS: Dollars per Square Foot of GLA Percent of Total Receipts
Operating Receipts
Rental Income-minium
Rental incose-overages
Total Rent
Common area charges
Property taxes and insurance
Rent escalation clauses
Income from sale of utilities
Total other charges
Miscellaneous income
Total Operating Receipts
Operating Expenses
Building maintenance
Parking lot, mall, other common areas
Central utility systems
Office area services (per s.f. office)
Total maintenance and housekeeping
Advertising and promotion
Real estate taxes
Insurance
General and administrative
Management agent fees
Leasing agent fees
Total Operating Expenses
Net Operating Balance
1.725
0.063
1.139
0.013
2.811 1.779
0.199 0.069
0.016 0.001 0.113 0.034
1.782 1.185 2.872 1.854
0.04 0.003 0.225 0.049
0.076 0.013 0.334 0.101
0.43
0.12
0.037
0.221
0.032
0.126
0.603
0.21
0.033
0.005
0.075
0.01
0.032
1.32
0.595
0.198
0.589
0.116
0.395
0.243 1.04
0.65
0.161
0.047
0.242
0.036
0.145
0.613
1.21 0.55 2.16 1.24
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BASE DATA:
96.801
3.541
0.901
100.00?
2.241
4.261
24.13%
6.73?
2.08?
12.401
1.80%
7.071
33.841
67.90%
APPENDIX - B
OPERATING RESULTS BY AGE GROUP
1987 y198
OPERATING RESULTS BY AGE GROUP
A D C D E
1987 Centers Centers Centers Centers Centers
1,2, and 3 4,5, and 6 7,8, and 9 10 through 19 20 and ov
Years Old Years Old Years Old Years Old Years Old
BASE DATA:
Saaple Size: 33 33 36 95 65
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TENANT DATA: Area in Square Feet Area in Square Feet
Gross Leasable Area 134,003 124,822 130,099 153,895 172,910
Dollars per Square Foot of GLA Dollars per Square Foot of GLA
Tenant Sales $123.12 $152.95 $165.45 $147.73 $139.34
----- ------------------------- --- ---------------------------------------------------------
OPERATING RESULTS: Dollars per Square Foot of GLA Dollars per Square Foot of GLA
Operating Receipts
Total Rent
Common area charges
Total other charges
Total Operating Receipts
Operating Expenses
Building maintenance
Parking lot, sall, other cosoo areas
Total maintenance and housekeeping
Advertising and promotion
Real estate taxes
Insurance
General and administrative
Total Operating Expenses
Net Operating Balance
7.26
0.34
0.69
8.87
0.03
0.44
0.60
0.04
0.67
0.15
0.53
2.45
$5.96
5.33
0.38
0.36
6.58
0.08
0.31
0.40
0.06
0.46
0.13
0.37
1.57
$4.29
4.99
0.38
0.48
5.78
0.05
0.34
0.46
0.06
0.44
0.07
0.44
1.49
4.54
3.92
0.28
0.27
4.62
0.07
0.29
0.45
0.05
0.38
0.08
0.37
1.35
3.08
3.72
0.15
0.20
4.25
0.12
0.25
0.45
0.03
0.31
0.12
0.39
1.67
2.68
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1984 1984
OPERATING RESULTS BY AGE GROUP
A B C 3 E
1984 Centers Centers Centers Centers Centers
1,2, and 3 4,5, and 6 7,8, and 9 10 through 19 20 and ov
Years Old Years Old Years Old Years Old Years Old
BASE DArA:
Sample Size: 22 31 34 81 75
-------------- ------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------
TENANT DATA: Area in Square Feet Area in Square Feet
Gross Leasable Area 138,103 134,150 142,588 151, %4 172,430
Dollars per Square Foot of S.A Dollars per Square Foot of GLA
Tenant Sales $93.62 $114.97 $117.78 $120.68 $120.58
OPERATING RESULTS: Dollars per Square Foot of GLA Dollars per Square Foot of GLA
Operating Receipts
Total Rent 4.90 4.07 3.25 3.19 3.32
Commos area charges 0.22 0.27 0.19 0.14 0.18
Total other charges 0.23 0.26 0.31 0.16 0.15
Total Operating Receipts 5.13 4.70 3.59 3.56 3.78
Operating Expenses
Building maintenance 0.04 0.04 0.07 0.09 0.15
Parking lot, mall, other comon areas 0.16 0.23 0.26 0.31 0.24
Total maintenance and housekeeping 0.25 0.32 0.36 0.42 0.46
Advertising and promotion 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.04
Real estate taxes 0.32 0.43 0.37 0.31 0.31
Insurance 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.08
General and administrative 0.22 0.23 0.19 0.19 0.27
Total Operating Expenses 0.89 1.16 0.97 1.18 1.28
Net Operating Balance $4.60 $3.87 2.75 2.47 2.44
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1981 1981
OPERATING RESULTS BY AGE GROUP
1981 Centers Centers Centers Centers Centers
1,2, and 3 4,5, and 6 7,8, and 9 10 through 19 20 and ov
Years Old Years Old Years Old Years Old Years Old
BASE DATA:
Sample Size:
TENANT DATA: Area in Square Feet Area in Square Feet
Gross Leasable Area
Dollars per Square Foot of GLA Dollars per Square Foot of GLA
Tenant Sales $95.40 $112.83 $113.99 $105.61 $107.56
OPERATING RESULTS: Dollars per Square Foot of GLA Dollars per Square Foot of GLA
Operating Receipts
Total Rent
Common area charges
Total other charges
Total Operating Receipts 4.74 3.80 3.78 2.99 3.48
Operating Expenses
Building maintenance
Parking lot, sall, other common areas
Total maintenance and housekeeping
Advertising and promotion
Real estate taxes
lasurance
General and administrative
Total Operating Expenses 1.04 1.15 0.91 0.87 1.24
Net Operating Balance $3.57 $2.60 2.77 2.08 1.94
-------- ------------------ 
----------------------------------------------------
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1978 1978
OPERATIN RESULTS By AGE GROUP
1978 Centers
1,2, and 3
Years Old
Centers
4,5, and 6
Years Old
Centers
7,8, and 9
Years Old
Centers
10 through 19
Years Old
Centers
20 and ov
Years Old
BASE DATA:
Sample Size:
TENANT DATA:
Gross Leasable Area
Area in Square Feet
Dollars per Square Foot of GLA
Area in Square Feet
Dollars per Square Foot of GLA
Tenant Sales $89.25 $89.83 $80.88 $92.88
OPERATING RESULTS: Dollars per Square Foot of GLA Dollars per Square Foot of GLA
Operating Receipts
Total Rent
Coms area charges
Total other charges
Total Operating Receipts
Operating Expenses
Building maintenance
Parking lot, mall, other common areas
Total maintenance and housekeeping
Advertising and promotion
Real estate taxes
Insurance
General and administrative
Total Operating Expenses
Net Operating Balance
3.52
0.84
$2.67
3.05
0.84
$2.17
3.13
0.92
2.38
2.80
0.92
1.79
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1975 1975
OPERATING RESULTS BY AGE GROUP
1975 Centers
1,2, and 3
Years Old
Centers
4,5, and 6
Years Old
Centers
7,8, and 9
Years Old
Centers
10 through 19
Years Old
Centers
20 and ov
Years Old
BASE DATA:
Sample Size:
TENANT DATA: Area in Square Feet Area in Square Feet
Gross Leasable Area
Dollars per Square Foot of CLA Dollars per Square Foot of GLA
Tenant Sales $79.00 $86.13 $81.01 $72.82
OPERATING RESULTS: Dollars per Square Foot of GLA Dollars per Square Foot of GLA
Operating Receipts
Total Rent
Common area charges
Total other charges
Total Operating Receipts 2.47 2.41 2.15 2.42
Operating Expenses
Building maintenance
Parking lot, mall, other common areas
Total maintenance and housekeeping
Advertising and promotion
Real estate taxes
Insurance
General and administrative
Total Operating Expenses 0.58 0.58 0.59 0.82
Net Operating Balance $1.91 $1.77 1.62 1.61
-------- -------- ---------- ---------------------------------------------------
77
1972 1972
OPERATING RESULTS BY AGE GROUP
1972 Centers
1,2, and 3
Years Old
Centers
4,5, and 6
Years Old
Centers
7,8, and 9
Years Old
Centers
10 Years and over
BASE DATA:
Sample Size:
TENANT DATA: Area in Square Feet Area in Square Feet
Gross Leasable Area
Dollars per Square Foot of GLA Dollars per Square Foot of GLA
Tenant Sales $56.29 $64.14 $60.84 $64.53 ---------
--------- ----------- - --------- - -------- -------- -- - --
OPERATING RESULTS: Dollars per Square Foot of GLA Dollars per Square Foot of GLA
Operating Receipts
Total Rent
Cosm area charges
Total other charges
Total Operating Receipts 2.32 2.04 1.84 2.02
Operating Expenses
Building maintenance
Parking lot, sall, other cosson areas
Total saintenance and housekeeping
Advertising and promotion
Real estate taxes
Insurance
General and administrative
Total Operating Expenses 0.43 0.61 0.68 0.80
Net Operating Balance $1.90 $1.50 1.25 1.26
-------- ---------------- 
- - - -----------------------------------------------
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1966 1%6
OPERATING RESULTS BY AGE GROUP
1966 Centers Centers Centers Centers
1,2, and 3 4,5, and 6 7 Years and over 20 and ov
Years Old Years Old Years Old
BASE DATA:
Sample Size:
TENANT DATA: Area in Square Feet Area in Square Feet
Gross Leasable Area
Dollars per Square foot of GLA Dollars per Square Foot of GLA
Tenant Sales $53.73 $46.97 $51.73
OPERATING RESULTS: Dollars per Square Foot of GLA Dollars per Square Foot of GLA
Operating Receipts
Total Rent
Common area charges
Total other charges
Total Operating Receipts 1.90 1.88 1.80
Operating Expenses
Building maintenance
Parking lot, mall, other common areas
Total maintenance and housekeeping
Advertising and promotion
Real estate taxes
Insurance
General and administrative
Total Operating Expenses 0.59 0.60 0.66
Net Operating Balance $1.31 $1.28 1.14
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APPENDIX - C
TENANTS MOST FREQUENTLY FOUND
1987
TENANTS MOST FREQUENTLY FOUND
Tenant Classification
Median
Rank GLA
Median Sales/ Median Total Rent/
S.F. of SLA S.F. of GLA
------- --------------------------------------------------------------------
General merchandise
Junior department store 16 45,684 $110.58 $2.55
Discount department store 13 55,500 116.89 2.89
Food
Supermarket 18 24,928 291.14 3.19
Superstore 20 36,699 317.92 4.15
Food service
Restaurant without liquor 9 2,905 136.71 9.13
Restaurant with liquor 2 4,000 120.10 9.60
Fast food/carryout 7 1,700 154.66 10.88
Clothing and accessories
Ladies' specialty 10 2,000 119.47 9.60
Ladies' ready-to-wear 1 2,900 122.67 8.00
Men's wear 19 3,000 119.86 7.50
Shoes
Family shoes 5 2,872 102.19 7.71
How appliances/music
Radio, video, stereo 11 2,083 149.95 7.00
Gifts/specialty
Cards and gifts
Books and stationery
Jewelry
Jewelry
Drugs
Super drugstore
Personal service
Beauty
Cleaners and dyers
Financial
Bank
Offices (other than financial)
Medical and dental
4
14
2,532
2,385
6 1,400
17 13,292
3
12
1,280
1,500
15 3,200
8 1,038
81.16
114.09
206.87
139.95
101.56
78.95
n/a
$154.32
8.08
8.70
11.44
4.20
8.50
8.42
7.49
$9.77
81
1987
1984 1984
TENANTS MOST FREQUENTLY FOUND
Median Median Sales/ Median Total Rent/
Tenant Classification Rank GLA S.F. of GLA S.F. of GLA
---- ---------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------
Seneral merchandise
Junior department store 13 30552 83.67 2.48
Discount department store 18 60000 85.11 2.25
Food
Supermarket 5 25368 265.13 3.23
Superstore ---------
Food service
Restaurant without liquor 10 2780 107.38 6.71
Restaurant with liquor 7 3600 115.84 7.09
Fast food/carryout 9 1750 146.04 8.8
Clothing and accessories
Ladies' specialty 12 2000 110.41 6.84
Ladies' ready-to-wear 1 3000 98.62 5.8
Men's wear ---------
Shoes
Family shoes 4 3073 74.28 5.04
Hoe appliances/music
Radio, video, stereo 8 2000 126.26 5.71
Gifts/specialty
Cards and gifts 11 2440 73.64 5.82
Books and stationery 16 2000 99.23 6.48
Jewelry
Jewelry 14 1335 185.35 9.11
Drugs
Super drugstore ---------
Drugs 20 7500 122.13 3.83
Personal service
Beauty 6 1235 81.21 6.31
Cleaners and dyers 17 1680 61.62 6
Financial
Bank 19 3027 n/a 5
Offices (other than financial)
Medical and dental 15 1000 n/a 6.31
Other offices 2 1000 n/a 5.35
82
1981
TENANTS MOST FREQUENTLY FOUND
Tenant Classification
Median
Rank GLA
Median Sales/ Median Total Rent/
S.F. of SLA S.F. of 6LA
General merchandise
Junior department store
Discount department store
Food
Supermarket
Food service
Restaurant without liquor
Restaurant with liquor
fast food/carryout
Ice cream parlor
Clothing and accessories
Ladies' specialty
Ladies' ready-to-wear
Men's wear
Family shoes
Home appliances/music
Radio, video, stereo
Hobby/special interest
Sporting goods
Cards and gifts
Books and stationery
Jewelry
Other retail
Other retail
Drugs
Personal service
Beauty
Financial
Bank
Medical and dental
Real estate
1981
17 48613
2 24360
9
5
7
19
16
8
2790
3279
1300
1085
1950
3190
3000
79.94
246.04
92.72
115.13
161.64
98.75
90.62
94.62
105.03
76.44
116.17
86.4
66.17
88.63
166.93
80.22
62.33
3 3120
11 1953
20 2760
2.1
2.78
5.78
6.6
9.55
7
5.5
5
5.28
4.94
4.88
5
5.76
6
8.1
4.84
5.31
5.5
6
6
14
2129
2018
10 1400
12 1350
4 1212
15 2937
13
18
1000
1138
83
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1978
TENANTS MOST FREQUENTLY FOUND
Median Median Sales/ Median Total Rent/
Tenant Classification Rank GLA S.F. of 6LA S.F. of GLA
-------- ----------------------------------------------- 
------
General merchandise
Junior department store 10 37500 60.49 1.75
Discount department store ---------
Variety store 17 15780 37.9 1.86
Food
Supermarket 2 22384 200.93 2.25
Superstore
Food service
Restaurant without liquor 8 2490 78.07 4.38
Restaurant with liquor 18 4150 75.86 4.61
Fast food/carryout 16 1323 115.51 7.08
Clothing and accessories
Ladies' specialty 13 2000 84.34 4.51
Ladies' ready-to-wear 1 2969 76.84 4.4
Men's year 7 3040 79.1 4.25
Shoes
Family shoes 3 3024 62.27 3.68
Home appliances/music
Radio, video, stereo 14 2000 94.18 3.69
Gifts/specialty
Cards and gifts 6 2000 50.04 4.01
Books and stationery ---------
Jewelry 9 1500 129.68 5.95
Drugs
Super drugstore ---------
Drug store 19 6500 106.5 3.17
Other Retail
Yard goods 20 4000 45.84 3.12
Personal service
Beauty 4 1200 47.05 4.25
Barber 12 612 49.64 4.55
Cleaners and dyers 15 1800 35.64 3.59
Financial
Bank 11 3200 -------- 4
Offices (other than financial)
Medical and dental 5 864 ------- 5.45
84
1979
1975
TENANTS MOST FREQUENTLY FOUND
Tenant Classification
Median
Rank GLA
1975
Median Sales/ Median Total Rent/
S.F. of GLA S.F. of GLA
General merchandise
Junior department store
Variety store
Discount department store
Food
Supermarket
Superstore
Food service
Restaurant without liquor
Restaurant with liquor
Fast food/carryout
Clothing and accessories
Ladies' specialty
Ladies' ready-to-vear
Men's wear
Shoes
Family shoes
Home appliances/music
Radio, video, stereo
Gifts/specialty
Cards and gifts
Books and stationery
Jewelry
Drugs
Super drugstore
Other Retail
Yard goods
Personal service
Beauty
Barber
Cleaners and dyers
Financial
Bank
Insurance
Offices (other than financial)
Medical and dental
6
13
30000
18000
2 20519
17
20
14
1
7
2350
2522
1617
2940
3000
5 3200
19 2000
51.97
33.67
135.22
64.09
60.82
62.08
61.83
65.55
52.37
67.45
48.9
77.93
78.95
43.19
10 2000
1.64
1.51
1.74
4.17
3
3.9
3.68
3.87
3
3.02
3.71
4.38
2.59
3.03
3.77
3.62
2.75
3.35
4.06
4.47
12 1806
8 8530
11 3767
4
9
15
16
18
50.54
43.7
31.31
1200
677
1980
2863
650
3 800
85
- -- - ------------------------------------ - - ------------- - - - ----------- - -- - ---------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1972
TENANTS MOST FREQUENTLY FOUND
Tenant Classification
General merchandise
Junior department store
Variety store
Discount department store
Food
Supermarket
Superstore
Food service
Restaurant
Median
Rank GLA
11
10
Median Sales/ Median Total Rent/
S.F. of GLA S.F. of SLA
40000
18000
2 19761
12 3000
Clothing and accessories
Ladies' specialty
Ladies' ready-to-vear
Men's wear
17
1
9
Shoes
Family shoes
2000
2940
3000
4 3330
51.39
33.57
120.35
57.77
64.83
51.15
58.11
45.39
1.43
1.49
1.58
3
3.67
2.82
3.07
2.73
Home appliances/music
Radio, video, stereo
Gifts/specialty
Cards and gifts
Books and stationery
Jewelry
Jewelry
Drugs
Super drugstore
Other Retail
Yard goods
Personal service
Beauty
Barber shop
Cleaners and dyers
Financial
Bank
Finance company
Insurance copmpany
Offices (other than financial)
Medical and dental
1972
14 -
10 1600
6 9000
15 3250
79.42
67.31
45.43
36.93
46.46
29.56
3
7
8
1200
703
1800
3000
1200
650
3.67
2
2.99
3.49
3.59
2.77
3.05
3.5
3.42
3.97
13
18
19
5 750
86
1969
TENANTS MOST FREQUENTLY FOUND
Tenant Classification
Median
Rank GLA
Median Sales/ Median Total Rent/
S.F. of GLA S.F. of GLA
General merchandise
Junior department store
Discount department store
Variety Store
Food
Supermarket
Superstore
Food service
Restaurant
Fast food/carryout
Clothing and accessories
Ladies' specialty
Ladies' ready-to-wear
Men's wear
Children's Near
Shoes
Family shoes
Home appliances/music
Radio, video, stereo
Gifts/specialty
Cards and gifts
Books and stationery
Liquors I Vine
Hardvare
Jewelry
Jewelry
Drugs
Super drugstore
Personal service
Beauty
Barber
Cleaners and dyers
Financial
Bank
Offices (other than financial)
Medical and dental
1969
44
30
1.33
1.4
-------- 29800
18300
18500
3200
106
47
3400
3000
3200
3200
1800
2000
5400
1300
7700
48
54
46
39
35
155
36
67
59
39
48
29
2.45
2.72
2.68
2.4
2.81
3
1.61
3.4
1.96
3
3.59
2.61
2.78
3.84
1200
700
1700
3000
700
87
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1966
TENANTS MOST FREQUENTLY FOUND
Median
GLATenant Classification
Median Sales/ Median Total Rent/
S.F. of GLA S.F. of 6LA
General merchandise
Junior department store
Discount department store
Variety Store
Food
Supermarket
Superstore
Food service
Restaurant
Clothing and accessories
Ladies' wear
Children's wear
Men's wear
Shoes
Family shoes
Home appliances/music
Radio, video, stereo
Gifts/specialty
Cards and gifts
Books and stationery
Jewelry
Jewelry
Drugs
Super drugstore
Personal service
Beauty shop
Barber shop
Cleaners and dyers
Financial
Bank
Offices (other than financial)
Medical and dental
1%6
43
27
103
45
40
36
50
1.4
1.3
1.48
2.85
2.57
2.39
2.67
40
33000
18200
20000
3900
4100
2900
3300
3300
1900
1700
8700
1300
700
1900
3900
900
31
57
37
43
27
2.72
3.29
2.15
3.27
3.79
2.93
3
3.69
88
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
APPENDIX - D
SALES AND RENT COMPARISONS
1987
HIGH SALES VOLUME TENANTS LOU SALES VOLUME TENANTS
Tenant Median Sales/
Classification S.F. of GLA
Superstore
Supermarket
Jewelry
Liquor and vine
Candy and nuts
Film processing store
Ladies' shoes
Drug store
Fast food/carryout
Radio, video, stereo
$317.92
291.14
206.87
186.46
175.96
164.50
163.26
155.80
154.66
149.95
HIGH TOTAL RENT TENANTS
Tenant
Classification
Median Total Rent/
S.F. of GLA
Candy and nuts
Film processing store
Cosmetics
Ladies' shoes
Jewelry
Specialty foods
Savings and loan
Eyeglasses-optician
Doughnut shop
Fast food/carryout
$13.26
12.00
11.50
11.49
11.44
11.38
10.96
10.92
10.91
10.88
Tenant Median Sales/
Classification S.F. of GLA
Cinemas $36.49
Laundry 48.47
Arcade amusement 52.03
Health spa/figure salon 54.40
Art gallery 59.77
Fabric shop 63.91
Variety store 65.74
Shoe repair 68.47
Bakery 73.24
Arts and crafts 75.97
LOU TOTAL RENT TENANTS
Tenant
Classification
Median Total Rent/
S.F. of GLA
Variety store
Junior department store
Discount department store
Supermarket
Shovroom/catalog store
Hardware
Home improvements
Superstore
Super drugstore
Drugstore
$2.52
2.55
2.89
3.19
3.44
3.99
4.04
4.15
4.22
4.55
COMPARISON OF SALES AND RENT OF PRINCIPAL TENANTS
Tenant
Classification
Median Sales/ Median Total Rent/
S.F. of GLA S.F. of 6LA
Junior department store
Discount department store
Restaurant with liquor
Ladies' ready-to-wear
Cards and gifts
Beauty
110.58
116.89
120.1
122.67
81.16
101.56
2.55
2.89
9.6
8
8.08
8.5
89
1987
--------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------
1984
HIGH SALES VOLUME TENANTS LOW SALES VOLUME TENANTS
Tenant Median Sales/
Classification S.F. of GLA
Supermarket
Tobacco
Credit jewelry
Liquor and vine
File processing store
Cookie shop
Convenience market
Jewelry
Cameras
Fast food/carryout
265.13
256
239.97
200.96
200
191.02
188.16
185.35
179.32
146.04
HIGH TOTAL RENT TENANTS
Tenant Median Total Rent/
Classification S.F. of GLA
Tenant Median Sales/
Classification S.F. of GLA
Bowling alley
Laundry
Cinemas
Cocktail lounge
Health spa/figure salon
Music studio and dance
Hobby
Fabric shops
Arcade, amusement
Bath shop
12.41
31.25
35.62
41.58
41.78
47.46
55.18
56.25
57.54
59.35
LW TOTAL RENT TENANTS
Tenant Median Total Rent/
Classification S.F. of GLA
Cookie shop
Tobacco
Candy and nuts
Film processing store
Mens and boys shoes
Brokerage
Credit jevelry
Jewelry
Travel agent
Fast food/carryout
20
13.58
11.2
10.8
10.25
9.5
9.35
9.11
9
8.8
Bowling alley
Variety store
Discount department store
Warehouse
Post office
Junior department store
Automotive
Shovroom/catalog store
Super drug (over 10,000 s.f.)
Supermarket
1.34
2.14
2.25
2.38
2.44
2.48
2.77
2.79
3.15
3.23
COMPARISON OF SALES AND RENT OF PRINCIPAL TENANTS
Tenant Median Sales/ Median Total Rent/
Classification S.F. of GLA S.F. of GLA
Junior department store
Variety store
Supermarket
Super drug store
Drug store
83.67
62.8
265.13
124.85
122.13
2.48
2.14
3.23
3.15
3.83
90
1984
--------------------------------------------
1981
HIGH SALES VOLUME TENANTS
Tenant Median SalesL
Classi ficati on S.F. of GLA
Supermarket
Credit jewelry
Liquor and vine
Leather shop
Cameras
Key shop
Costume jewelry
Jewelry
Fast food/carryout
Candle
246.04
242.64
196.66
178.67
176.72
171.74
167.34
166.93
161.64
158.1
HIGH TOTAL RENT TENANTS
enaint Mei o Lan Tot Rent/
Classification S.F. of GLA
1981
LOW SALES VOLUME TENANTS
Tenant Median Sales/
Classification S.F. of GLA
Bowling alley
Laundry
China and glassware
Health spa/figure salon
Cinemas
Coin shop
Luggage and leather
Shoe repair
Hobby
Variety store
15.9
28.2
29.92
33.4
35.92
37.82
43.65
44.76
46.18
47.77
LOW TOTAL RENT TENANTS
Tenant Median Total Rent/
Classification S.F. of GLA
Pretzel shop
Costume jewelry
Candy and nuts
Key shop
Cameras
Fast food/carryout
Credit jewelry
Leather shop
Candle
Jewelry
14
11.39
10
9.74
9.55
9.4
9.01
8.13
8.1
Bowling alley
Variety store
Discount department store
Junior department store
Shovroom/catalog store
Supermarket
China and glassware
Hardware
Post office
Super drug (over 10,000 s.f.)
1.43
1.94
1.94
2.1
2.59
2.78
2.79
2.86
3
3
COMPARISON OF SALES AND RENT (F PRINCIPAL TENANTS
Tenant Median Sales/ Median Total Rent/
Classification S.F. of GLA S.F. of GLA
Junior department store
Variety store
Supermarket
Super drug store
Drug store
79.94
47.77
246.04
108.23
102.62
2.1
1.94
2.78
3
3.47
91
1978
HIGH SALES VOLUME TENANTS
aifiant Median of -aL
Classification S.F. of GLA
Key shop
Supermarket
Shovroo/Catalog store
Meat, poultry, and fish
Liquor and vine
Jewelry
Credit jewelry
Fast food/Carryout
Lamps
318.13
200.93
180.51
176.62
169.31
129.68
129.5
126.23
115.51
HIGH TOTAL RENT TENANTS
Tenant
Classification
1978
LOU SALES VOLUME TENANTS
Tenant Median Sales/
Classification S.F. of GLA
Bowling alley
Laundry
Candle
Cinemas
Floor coverings
Interior decorator
Arcade, amusement
Cleaners and dyers
Art gallery
Variety store
12.12
20.53
23.45
30.22
30.83
33.04
33.46
35.64
36.04
37.9
LOW TOTAL RENT TENANTS
Median Total Rent/
S.F. of GLA
Key shop
Candy and nuts
Fast food/Carry out
Costume jewelry
China and glassware
Jewelry
Ice Cream parlor
Specialty food
Maternity
Leather shop
15
7.88
7.08
7
6
5.95
5.67
5.63
5.57
5.54
Tenant Median Total Rent/
Classification S.F. of GLA
Warehouse
Bowling alley
Jr. department store
Discount department store
Variety store
Supermarket
Automotive (TB&A)
Shovroom/Catalog store
Super drug
Community hall
1.1
1.36
1.75
1.76
1.86
2.25
2.31
2.36
2.58
2.59
COMPARISON OF SALES AND RENT OF PRINCIPAL TENANTS
ie-ant---------------------- ----- es-------- ---------Tenant Median Sales/ Median Total Rent/
Classification S.F. of GLA S.F. of GLA
--------------------------------------------------
Junior department store
Variety store
Supermarket
Super drug store
Drug store
60.49
37.9
200.93
103.68
106.5
1.75
1.86
2.25
2.58
3.17
92
1975
HIGH SALES VOLUME TENANTS LOW SALES VOLUME TENANTS
Tenant Median Sales/
Classification S.F. of GLA
Supermarket
Liquor and vine
Floor coverings
Credit jewelry
Real estate
Hosiery
Delicatessen
Dairy products
Meat, poultry, fish
Fast food/carryout
135.22
121.86
120.69
115.76
97.29
92.51
91.04
81.75
81.02
78.89
HIGH TOTAL RENT TENANTS
Tenant
Classification
Median Sales/
S.F. of GLA
Bowling alley
Coin laundry
Cinema
Car wash
Laundry
Cleaners and dyers
Arts and crafts
Variety store
Imports
Ladies' shoes
10.07
16.55
21.11
23.06
24
31.31
32.7
33.67
33.67
35.44
LOW TOTAL RENT TENANTS
Tenant Median Total Rent/
Classification S.F. of GLA
Tenant Median Total Rent/
Classification S.F. of 6LA
Key shop
Hosiery
Fast food/carryout
Furs
Tobacco
Luggage, leather goods
Health foods
Optometrist
Legal office
Costume jewelry
18
7.75
5.56
5.31
5.15
5.02
5
4.79
4.76
4.68
Bowling alley
Variety store
Community halls
Junior department store
Warehouse or storage
Supermarket
Discount department store
Stamp redemption
Car wash
Post office
COMPARISON OF SALES AND RENT OF PRINCIPAL TENANTS
--------------- -- ----- - ----- ---------------
Tenant
Classification
Junior department store
Variety store
Supermarket
Super drug store
Drug store
Median Sales/
S.F. of GLA
51.97
33.67
135.23
78.95
Median Total Rent/
S.F. of GLA
1.79
1.68
1.93
2.77
93
1975
1.27
1.51
1.51
1.64
1.68
1.74
1.75
1.75
1.78
2
--------------------------------------------
1972
HIGH SALES VOLUME TENANTS LOW SALES VOLUME TENANTS
Tenant Median Sales/
Classification S.F. of GLA
Key shops
Liquors and vines
Supermarkets
Costume jewelry
Carry-out
Jewelry
Restaurant-liquor
Children's shoes
Camera
Drugs
Ladies' specialty
Candy, nuts
H16H TOTAL RENT TENANTS
171
163
120
87
82
79
77
73
69
67
65
64
Tenant Median Total Rent/
Classification S.F. of GLA
Tenant I Median Sales/
Classification S.F. of GLA
Bowling alleys
Car wash
Coin laundries
Theatres
Bridal shops
Lamps
Laundries
Garden shops
Wine and cheese
Figure salon
Cleaners and dyers
Furniture
LOW TOTAL RENT TENANTS
8
12
16
19
19
21
22
23
25
27
30
31
Tenant Median Total Rent/
Classification S.F. of GLA
Key shops
Watch repair
Costume jewelry
Furs
Carry-out
Travel agents
Candy, nuts
Pet shops
Tobacco
Luggage
Cosmetics
Maternity
13.37
8.19
8.18
5
4.94
4.65
4.3
4.2
4.17
4.01
4.01
4
Bowling alleys
Junior department stores
Variety stores
Wine and cheese
Furniture
Car wash
Supermarkets
Automotive
Warehouse and storage
Hardware
Garden shops
Post office
1.29
1.43
1.49
1.52
1.56
1.57
1.58
1.67
1.7
1.75
1.89
1.92
COMPARISON OF SALES AND RENT OF PRINCIPAL TENANTS
------------------
Tenant Median Sales/ Median Total Rent/
Classification S.F. of GLA S.F. of 6LA
--------------------------------------------------------
Junior department store
Variety store
Supermarket
Super drug store
Drug store
51.39
33.57
120.35
67.31
1.43
1.49
1.58
2
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1972
1969
HIGH SALES VOLUME TENANTS LOU SALES VOLUME TENANTS
Tenant Median Sales/
Classification S.F. of GLA
Liquors I Vine
Supermarkets
Credit Jewelry
Carry-out
Camera
Jewelry
Delicatessen
Drugs
Radio, TV, Hi-Fi
Sandwich Shops
Children's Shoe
Music and Records
155
106
79
77
69
67
65
59
58
57
57
55
HIGH TOTAL RENT TENANTS
Tenant Median Sales/
Classification S.F. of GLA
Bowling Alleys
Coin Laundries
Flowers
Cleaners I Dyers
Variety Stores
Photographers
Laundries
Furniture
Cosmetic
Hardware
Cards & Gifts
7
15
25
29
30
30
32
32
33
35
35
LOW TOTAL RENT TENANTS
Tenant Median Total Rent/
Classification S.F. of GLA
Candy, Nuts
Optometrist
Camera
Medical I Dental
Children's Shoe
Maternity
Travel Agents
Savings & Loan
Barber Shops
Insurance
Shoe Repair
4.32
4
3.92
3.84
3.76
3.75
3.71
3.61
3.59
3.54
3.54
Tenant Median Total Rent/
Classification S.F. of GLA
Bowling Alleys
Jr. Dept. Store
Variety Stores
Supermarkets
Furniture
Stamp Redemption
Post Office
Hardware
1.25
1.33
1.4
1.5
1.58
1.58
1.61
1.61
COMPARISON OF SALES AND RENT OF PRINCIPAL TENANTS
ien-n------------------------- i----------- ---------- tTenant Median Sales/ Median Total Rent/
Classification S.F. of GLA S.F. of GLA
---------------------------------------------
Junior department store 44 1.33
Variety store 29.73 1.4
Supermarket 106.32 1.5
Super drug store ---------
Drug store 58.8 1.96
----------------------------------- 
---------------
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1969
1966
HIGH SALES VOLUME TENANTS LOW SALES VOLUME TENANTS
Tenant Median Sales/
Classification S.F. of 6LA
Supermarkets
Liquors and vines
Appliances
Meat, poultry, fish
Radio, TV, Hi-fi
Carry-out
Ladies' specialty
Jewelry
Drugs
103
86
72
72
61
59
59
57
55
HIGH TOTAL RENT TENANTS
Tenant
Classification
Median Total Rent/
S.F. of GLA
Candy, nuts
Carry-out
Travel agents
Barber shops
Medical and dental
Optometrist
Shoe repair
Sandwich shop
Jewelry
Delicatessen
Beauty shop
Savings and loan
Insurance
4.32
3.97
3.93
3.79
3.69
3.63
3.39
3.38
3.29
3.29
3.27
3.25
3.25
Tenant Median Sales/
Classification S.F. of GLA
Bowling alleys
Coin laundries
Laundries
Furniture
Cleaners and dyers
Variety stores
Toys
Cards and gifts
Hardware
Photographers
Men's and boy's shoes
Paint and wallpaper
Shoe repair
Sporting goods
8
16
18
25
27
27
29
31
31
32
33
33
33
34
LOU TOTAL RENT TENANTS
Tenant Median Total Rent/
Classification S.F. of GLA
Bowling alleys
Variety stores
Junior department stores-
Furniture
Supermarkets
Post office
Hardware
Stamp redemption
Automotive
1.06
1.3
1.4
1.47
1.48
1.59
1.69
1.7
1.78
COMPARISON OF SALES AND RENT OF PRINCIPAL TENANTS
Tenant Median Sales/ Median Total Rent/
Classification S.F. of GLA S.F. of GLA
Junior department store
Variety store
Supermarket
Super drug store
Drug store
27
103
1.3
1.48
2.15
96
1966
-----------------------------------------------
APPENDIX - E
RESULTS BY OPERATIONAL TYPE
1987 1987
PROPORTION OF SHOPPING CENTERS' TOTAL RESULTS BY OPERATIONAL TYPE OF TENANT
Percent Percent Percent Percent
of Total of Total of Total of Total
GLA Sales Rent Charges
Super regional shopping centers
National 82.9 73.1 66.1 66.5
Local 12.9 18.9 21.1 19.5
Independant 4.2 8 12.9 14
Total 100 100 100 100
Regional shopping centers
National 78.2 71 63.6 72.5
Local 15.3 19.2 21.1 18.1
Independant 6.5 9.8 15.3 9.4
Total 100 100 100 100
Cossunity shopping centers
National 59.5 65.3 48.7 38.6
Local 22.2 22 24.2 23.4
Independant 18.3 12.7 27.1 38
Total 100 100 100 100
Neighborhood shopping centers
National 46.2 60.2 37.6 28.8
Local 26.3 24 28 21.7
Independant 27.5 15.8 34.4 49.5
Total 100 100 100 100
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1984 1984
PROPORTION OF SHOPPING CENTERS' TOTAL RESULTS BY OPERATIONAL TYPE OF TENANT
Percent Percent Percent Percent
of Total of Total of Total of Total
GLA Sales Rent Charges
Super regional shopping centers
National 77.4 69.6 64.5 65.7
Local 15.7 20.9 21.8 21.2
Independant 6.9 9.5 13.7 13.1
Total 100 100 100 100
Regional shopping centers
National 73 65.5 59.7 61
Local 18.3 24.2 25 24.4
Independant 8.7 10.3 15.3 14.6
Total 100 100 100 100
Comunity shopping centers
National 60.7 68.6 52.5 52
Local 20.9 19.4 22.7 23.1
Independant 18.4 12 24.87 24.9
Total 100 100 100 100
Neighborhood shopping centers
National 40 52.6 33.9 36
Local 30.7 33.1 31.1 30.4
Independant 29.3 14.3 35 33.6
Total 100 100 100 100
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PROPORTION OF SHOPPING CENTERS' TOTAL RESULTS BY OPERATIONAL TYPE OF TENANT
Percent Percent Percent Percent
of Total of Total of Total of Total
GLA Sales Rent Charges
------ ---------------------------- 
-------------------------------------
Super regional shopping centers
National 78.4 72.6 70.8 69.9
Local 14.3 18.2 17.9 18.9
Independant 7.3 9.2 11.3 11.2
Total 100 100 100 100
Regional shopping centers
National 68.4 64.6 73.5 80.7
Local 19.8 24.2 17.9 13
Independant 11.8 11.2 8.6 6.3
Total 100 too 100 100
Coiaunity shopping centers
National 54.6 60.7 46.9 65.6
Local 21.9 25.5 26.8 17.4
Independant 23.5 13.8 26.3 17
Total 100 100 100 100
Neighborhood shopping centers
National 42.3 58.3 65.9 74.7
Local 25.6 30.2 17 12.7
Independant 32.1 11.5 17.1 12.6
Total 100 100 100 100
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